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**Traditional Day March 2nd 2020**

Traditional Day Celebrations

**Objective:** To encourage students to portray diverse traditions and cultures of India, and re-enforce that India’s strength is its unity in diversity.

Traditional day was a beautiful opportunity for everyone to create memories of this beautiful day. Women’s week celebrations started from March 2nd i.e. on Monday with a theme “Ethnic/Traditional day: Women roles” It was observed as a celebration of India’s diverse culture. All students dressed up traditionally went on an easy walk with Principal and the faculty, created the waves of colors across the campus. A special Assembly was conducted by students by portraying different cultures and traditions from Indian. To make the traditional day more entertaining each class was given an assignment of posting class wise photo with their respective class teachers by evening. Students and staff displayed their various cultures by dressing their best which was a colorful treat to the eyes in itself.

**Outcome of the program:** The theme Traditional day has definitely strengthened the bonds among the students and created respect for ethnic and racial diversity in India. Being a diverse country, a close bond can be built between the students as they understand and embrace different cultures